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1. INTRODUCTION {#ece33241-sec-0001}
===============

Breeding dispersal, the movement between subsequent breeding sites, plays a key role in population structure and dynamics as well as evolution (Clobert, Danchin, Nichols, & Dhondt, [2001](#ece33241-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). This behavior is inherent to habitat selection, which can strongly determine the survival and reproductive success of individuals (Bowler & Benton, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0501){ref-type="ref"}). Such habitat choice implies a varying quality among breeding sites and that individuals can perceive and collect reliable information about habitat quality (Doligez, Pärt, & Danchin, [2004](#ece33241-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Switzer, [1993](#ece33241-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Information about the quality of sites can be obtained from environmental attributes, such as food availability (Ward, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}) or predator density (Clobert et al., [2001](#ece33241-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Ward, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), as well as from social factors, such as density (Betts, Hadley, Rodenhouse, & Nocera, [2008](#ece33241-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Stamps, [1988](#ece33241-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}), body condition, or reproductive success of conspecifics (RSc) (Brown, Brown, & Danchin, [2000](#ece33241-bib-0500){ref-type="ref"}; Dall, Giraldeau, Olsson, McNamara, & Stephens, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Wagner & Danchin, [2010](#ece33241-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). To be adaptive, site choice also implies that breeding site quality is predictable between the time where information was collected and used (Doligez, Cadet, Danchin, & Boulinier, [2003](#ece33241-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Switzer, [1993](#ece33241-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Information from several cues must be collected through some form of prospecting during the previous breeding occasion or just before the onset of reproduction to decide whether or not to disperse (Clobert et al., [2001](#ece33241-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Doligez, Pärt, & Danchin, [2004](#ece33241-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Kivelä et al., [2014](#ece33241-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Prospecting is indeed particularly well developed in nonbreeders or unsuccessful breeders, which tend to prospect potential future breeding sites more than successful breeders (Boulinier & Danchin, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Boulinier, McCoy, Yoccoz, Gasparini, & Tveraa, [2008](#ece33241-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Dittmann, Zinsmeister, & Becker, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Ponchon et al., [2013](#ece33241-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Ward, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}).

Individuals can select breeding sites based on their own experience, such as their individual reproductive success (RSi) (i.e., personal information; Switzer, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}; Danchin & Cam, [2002](#ece33241-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). They can also rely on inadvertent social information that consists of cues about the performance of others, such as the RSc (i.e., public information; Boulinier & Danchin, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Danchin, Giraldeau, Valone, & Wagner, [2004](#ece33241-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). In birds, the number and condition of offspring, typically fledglings, are likely the most important cues because they represent the best proxy of the reproductive success obtained by individuals at a given site (Danchin, Heg, & Doligez, [2001](#ece33241-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Many empirical studies have shown the importance of RSi on the decision to disperse or to remain in the same site for successive breeding attempts: Individuals with a higher RSi tend to be more philopatric (Greenwood & Harvey, [1982](#ece33241-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Hoover, [2003](#ece33241-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson & Gaines, [1990](#ece33241-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Switzer, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). Like RSi, RSc can drive dispersal. Indeed, in some colonial seabirds and territorial passerines and in raptors, individuals were more likely to disperse with a decreasing RSc (Danchin, Boulinier, & Massot, [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Doligez, Danchin, & Clobert, [2002](#ece33241-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Parejo, White, Clobert, Dreiss, & Danchin, [2007](#ece33241-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Serrano, Tella, Forero, & Donazar, [2001](#ece33241-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Birds were also more likely to settle on sites that presented a high RSc in the previous year than on sites with a lower RSc (Calabuig, Ortego, Aparicio, & Cordero, [2008](#ece33241-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Danchin et al., [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Doligez, Pärt, Danchin, Clobert, & Gustafsson, [2004](#ece33241-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Ward, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). However, only a few empirical studies have jointly assessed the independent effect of RSi and RSc on dispersal decisions (Boulinier & Danchin, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Danchin et al., [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). The most comprehensive assessment was conducted by Danchin et al. ([1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) on black‐legged kittiwakes, *Rissa tridactyla*, a colonial seabird. This study showed that individual breeding performance did not affect the probability of changing sites for birds breeding on cliffs showing a high RSc, but that an individual\'s breeding failure increased the probability to disperse when breeding on cliffs showing a poor RSc. Because the recapture probability was close to 1 between breeders and nonbreeders in the above study system (Cam & Monnat, [2000](#ece33241-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), the conclusions reached by Danchin et al. ([1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) using logistic regressions, while assuming a perfect detection of individuals between years, are likely to hold. Nevertheless, none of the other studies that addressed the role of RSc on dispersal decisions have considered the potential biases on dispersal probability estimates that may result from an imperfect detection of marked individuals (e.g., overestimation of dispersal probabilities due to lower detection rates in certain habitats; Gimenez et al., [2008](#ece33241-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}).

In this study, we assess the independent contribution of RSi and RSc on the breeding dispersal decision of female tree swallows, *Tachycineta bicolor*. Like most studies that addressed the role of RSi on dispersal in birds, a previous analysis of breeding dispersal of tree swallows found that females were more likely to disperse (28% vs. 5%) when they failed to fledge at least one young (Winkler et al., [2004](#ece33241-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}). Yet, as most other studies of bird dispersal, that analysis assumed perfect detection and is thus subject to provide biased dispersal probability estimates. Our first objective was to estimate the effect of RSi on the probability to disperse between consecutive breeding events while correcting for bias caused by imperfect detection. Moreover, the effect of RSi on dispersal decisions may have been affected by that of RSc, which has never been investigated in tree swallows despite its semicolonial breeding habits. Thus, our second objective was to include the potential effect of RSc on the probability to disperse. To tackle these objectives, we adapted a multievent capture--recapture model (Lagrange, Pradel, Bélisle, & Gimenez, [2014](#ece33241-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) to quantify the independent effects of RSi and RSc on the decision to disperse in female tree swallows while accounting for imperfect detection. We therefore aimed to test the prediction that the likelihood of dispersal increases as RSi decreases, especially at low RSc, and thus assess the potential of RSc to override the effect of RSi on dispersal decisions as observed in Danchin et al. ([1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#ece33241-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Model species {#ece33241-sec-0003}
------------------

The tree swallow is a passerine that feeds on flying insects on the wing and which form loose colonies during the breeding season (Dunn & Hannon, [1991](#ece33241-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Winkler et al., [2011](#ece33241-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). This long‐distance migrant breeds over much of northern North America up to its northern tree line and winters mostly in southern USA and Mexico (Winkler et al., [2011](#ece33241-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). Both sexes, but particularly males, are territorial and defend an area up to about 30 m from their nest (Muldal, Gibbs, & Robertson, [1985](#ece33241-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Robertson & Rendell, [1990](#ece33241-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). Males arrive first on the breeding grounds to secure a nest site (i.e., a natural tree cavity or nest box), and most (94%--99%) are faithful to their previous breeding site (Winkler et al., [2011](#ece33241-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). Females, on the other hand, show a lower fidelity probability to their nest site (70%--94 %; Lagrange et al., [2014](#ece33241-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Despite social monogamy, extra‐pair young are found in up to 90% of nests, compose on average about half of the young produced, and result from copulations occurring within 15 km from the nest (Dunn, Robertson, Michaud‐Freeman, & Boag, [1994](#ece33241-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Kempenaers, Everding, Bishop, Boag, & Robertson, [2001](#ece33241-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Lessard, Bourret, Bélisle, Pelletier, & Garant, [2014](#ece33241-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). The importance of extra‐pair fertilization in this species suggests that breeding site quality is related to breeder density not only as a source of information or competition, but also through the (extra‐pair) mating opportunities it provides. In our study area, females lay commonly 4--7 eggs and 65% of nests produce at least one fledgling with an average (±*SD*) of 4.0 ± 1.5 fledglings per successful nest (Ghilain & Bélisle, [2008](#ece33241-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Once fledged, juveniles may explore nest sites for breeding in the following year (Chapman, [1935](#ece33241-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). There is little information about prospecting by adult tree swallows but it is assumed that subadult female floaters (second‐year nonbreeding females) gather information at the end of the breeding season (Stutchbury & Robertson, [1987](#ece33241-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). While prospecting, individuals can assess the density of both cavities and conspecifics as well as the level of breeding success experienced by conspecifics through the presence of nest material, eggs, young, feces, or dead nestlings in cavities (Nocera, Forbes, & Giraldeau, [2006](#ece33241-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). Suggestive evidence for the use of such information by tree swallows was found by Ghilain and Bélisle ([2008](#ece33241-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}) as well as by Robillard, Garant, and Bélisle ([2013](#ece33241-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, the likelihood that a nest box would be occupied in a given year increased with the fledging success that occurred in that box in the previous breeding season. Moreover, this result could not be explained by the philopatry of the previous occupants alone.

2.2. Study area {#ece33241-sec-0004}
---------------

We studied the breeding dispersal of female tree swallows within a network of 40 farms (hereafter sites) distributed within a 10,200‐km² gradient of agricultural intensification in southern Québec, Canada (see Ghilain & Bélisle, [2008](#ece33241-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} for additional details on the study system; Figure [1](#ece33241-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Each site was separated from the nearest one by an average distance (±*SD*) of 7.28 ± 0.57 km. We have been monitoring closely the breeding activities of tree swallows on the 40 sites since 2004 and had banded 1595 breeding females by 2012. In this article, we included birds recaptured until 2013. Each site comprised 10 nest boxes aligned along a single field margin and spaced by 50 m to prevent territorial competition. The first and last nest boxes were thus separated by 450 m, the approximate distance up to which tree swallows are assumed to forage during the chick‐rearing period (McCarty & Winkler, [1999](#ece33241-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Given this, we considered each cluster of 10 nest boxes as the spatial unit forming a colony for studying site fidelity. Between 2004 and 2013, an average of 38 ± 2 sites per year was occupied by at least one pair of tree swallows. Although we observe high rates of extra‐pair paternities in our study system, most of these paternities can be assigned to males breeding in our nest boxes within 15 km from focal nests, suggesting that there are few nondetected males breeding in nearby natural cavities or alternative nest boxes (Lessard et al., [2014](#ece33241-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}).

![Distribution of the 40 farms where the breeding ecology of tree swallows was monitored between 2004 and 2013 in Southern Québec, Canada. The total number of fledglings produced on each farm during this period is depicted by the size of black dots (size fixed below 58 fledglings and proportional from 59 to 313 fledglings). Land cover types were based on a mosaic of classified Landsat‐TM satellite images (Canadian Wildlife Service, [2004](#ece33241-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"})](ECE3-7-7334-g001){#ece33241-fig-0001}

2.3. Definition of RSi, RSc, and other variables {#ece33241-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------------

Previous empirical studies used either the number of fledglings produced by a female as a proxy of RSi (Beletsky & Orians, [1987](#ece33241-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Pärt & Gustafsson, [1989](#ece33241-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Schaub & Von Hirschheydt, [2009](#ece33241-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}), or simply discretized that number into at least one fledgling (good RSi) or no fledgling (bad RSi) (Doligez, Danchin, Clobert, & Gustafsson, [1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Naves, Monnat, & Cam, [2006](#ece33241-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). In our study area, females either failed to fledge any young (42.59% ± 14.01% (average ± *SD*) of females annually) or produced an average of 4.23 ± 1.41 fledglings per year between 2004 and 2013 (Appendix [S1](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S1). Given this bimodal frequency distribution of the annual number of fledglings produced per female, we coded RSi as zero versus at least one fledgling inasmuch as our capture--recapture approach requires that reproductive success be coded as a qualitative variable defining reproductive state. To eliminate potential biases due to intra‐annual dispersal on the estimate of interannual dispersal and the assessment of RSi, we excluded breeders of a second nesting attempt from our analyses, but not the additional public information left by these second nesting attempts (e.g., number of occupied nest boxes or produced fledglings). This decision was motivated by the fact that it would be very difficult to compare the yearly RSi of an individual that performed a single breeding attempt to one of an individual that made two attempts, the first of which had failed. Moreover, few studies, if any, have addressed how the history of intra‐annual breeding attempts and dispersal events impact interannual dispersal; leaving much uncertainty as to the weight that each breeding or dispersal attempt of a given year (given the number of attempts and their respective outcome) has in the decision process. Lastly, \<10% of clutches originated from a second nesting attempt, implying (1) that intra‐annual breeding dispersal is likely of lesser importance to population structure and dynamics and (2) that we did not have enough data to address intra‐annual dispersal in a separate analysis.

We first assessed the RSc of a given site as the number of nest boxes that produced at least one fledgling within that site on a given year. A site was then categorized as being bad if its RSc was lower or equal to the median RSc calculated across all sites occupied by tree swallows on a given year. Alternatively, it was categorized as good if its RSc was greater than the population median. Note that results were not altered when we considered the reproductive success of an individual or not, when estimating the RSc experienced by that individual on a given year.

The RSc must be predictable from year to year to be used by individuals as an index of a site\'s reproductive quality based on information collected the previous year (Danchin et al., [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). We therefore estimated the level of temporal autocorrelation in RSc across years based on the working correlation matrix of generalized estimating equations (GEEs; Agresti, [2002](#ece33241-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Specifically, the annual RSc of sites (good/bad) was modeled as a constant in GEEs with a logit link function and binomial error structure. Given that RSc measures were spatially structured and longitudinal, the site acted as a clustering variable and the working correlation matrix was autoregressive. The GEEs were fitted in R 3.0.2 (R Development Core Team [2013](#ece33241-bib-1000){ref-type="ref"}) using the package geepack 1.1.6 (Halekoh, Højsgaard, & Yan, [2006](#ece33241-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).

To account for biases due to imperfect detection when estimating the effects of RSi and RSc on dispersal probabilities, we took into account the influence of the age and previous dispersal behavior of an individual on its likelihood to disperse using capture--recapture models. As the age of individuals is linked with reproductive success and has been found to affect dispersal in various bird species (Bouwhuis, Choquet, Sheldon, & Verhulst, [2012](#ece33241-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}), including tree swallows (Steven, [1978](#ece33241-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}), we distinguished females in their first breeding season (i.e., second‐year birds or SY) from potentially more experienced ones (i.e., after second‐year birds or ASY) based on plumage (Hussell, [1983](#ece33241-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). We also considered a "memory" effect (sensu Hestbeck, Nichols, & Malecki, [1991](#ece33241-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; equivalent to a prior dispersal effect) whereby individuals dispersing in the previous year may show a higher dispersal probability than individuals faithful to their breeding site at *t* -- 1, as previously shown to occur in tree swallows from this system (Lagrange et al., [2014](#ece33241-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}).

2.4. Capture--recapture analyses {#ece33241-sec-0006}
--------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Definition of the multievent model {#ece33241-sec-0007}

We used a multievent capture--recapture model (Pradel, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}) adapted to study dispersal among numerous sites, as developed in Lagrange et al. ([2014](#ece33241-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Multievent models are used to estimate, between *t* and *t *+ 1, the probability to be faithful (to return on the same site two consecutive years) or to have dispersed (to change of site between two breeding seasons) even though an individual was not captured over two consecutive years (Pradel, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). We developed this model by integrating the RSc and RSi in the individual state. Our model comprised 25 states that conveyed information about the location of each individual (whether it occupied the same site as on the previous breeding/capture occasion or not) as well as information about whether the individual was captured or not on the previous and current breeding occasions (Appendix [S2](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S3). A capture status at *t *− 1 was required in the state because it partially conditions the event at *t* (e.g., see events 1 and 9, Appendix [S2](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S3) and, by construction of multievent capture--recapture models, only information present in the state at *t* may be used to predict the event at *t*. In turn, it is important to distinguish whether the capture status at *t* − 1 is known because then the dispersal status may be known. Information about RSi and RSc at *t* was added to the state to evaluate their impact on future dispersal. Note that when an individual was not captured at *t*, it did not matter whether it was captured at *t* − 1; in such cases, we did not have to specify a capture status at *t* − 1 for that individual. Thus, we retained 24 composite states and 13 events corresponding to the deducible field observations included in capture histories (Appendix [S2](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S3).

### 2.4.2. Parameterization steps {#ece33241-sec-0008}

Transitions between *t* and *t* + 1 involved five steps that gradually updated the information carried by the state. These steps allowed us to estimate parameters about apparent survival (S; as mortality cannot be distinguished from permanent emigration from the study area), fidelity (F), transition between RSc (C), transition between RSi (I), and recapture (R). Although the ultimate parameter of interest was F, the other "nuisance" parameters were considered in the model because they could indirectly affect the estimates of F. The matrix for each type of parameters is detailed in Appendix [S2](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S4. When first captured, the dispersal status of an individual cannot be known, but its RSi, RSc, and current capture status are. From the first state defining a captured bird, an individual can survive with probability (S), or die with probability (1 − S). When an individual survives at *t*, it can return at *t* + 1 to the same site it occupied at *t* with probability (F), or disperse to another site with probability (1 − F). The model then estimates the probability (C) that an individual experiences different RSc between *t* and *t* + 1, or the same RSc between these two breeding occasions (1 − C). Note that C is independent of F because an individual can be faithful to a given site between two consecutive years while the RSc of that site can change. Similarly, the model goes on to estimate the probability (I) that an individual obtains a different RSi between *t* and *t* + 1, or the same RSi between the two breeding occasions (1 − I). In the last step of the transition between *t* and *t* + 1, the probability of being captured (R) or not (1 − R) at *t* + 1 (corresponding to the suffix of the dispersal status; Appendix [S2](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S3) in each state is estimated. In the last matrix of our multievent model, we linked events and states. Note that one event could correspond to several states, but that each state could only correspond to a single event. Consequently, the probability of an event giving the state is either 0 or 1.

### 2.4.3. Model selection and tested variables {#ece33241-sec-0009}

We used goodness‐of‐fit (GOF) tests to assess the potential nonindependence of capture events for each individual in our dataset (e.g., transience and trap dependence effects). The overall lack of fit can be corrected in modeling, using the coefficient of overdispersion ĉ following Burnham and Anderson ([2002](#ece33241-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Standard errors, confidence intervals, and AIC values were adjusted for overdispersion, whenever detected. Because GOF tests are not yet developed for multievent models (Pradel, Gimenez, & Lebreton, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), we had to rely on those intended for standard capture--recapture unisite models and implemented in program U‐CARE (Choquet, Lebreton, Gimenez, Reboulet, & Pradel, [2009](#ece33241-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). This implied that we had to simplify events by using only recaptures (coded 1) or nonrecaptures (coded 0) of individuals (Sanz‐Aguilar et al., [2011](#ece33241-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}).

Given the numerous potential model structures resulting from the large number of parameters, and of states and variables potentially influencing those parameters, we used a model selection procedure that established a model structure one step at a time in order to reduce model selection uncertainty. Because no study has examined the movement of tree swallows in a capture--recapture context before, we opted to establish model structures starting with the parameterization step having the least relevance to the one having the most relevance regarding the questions addressed by our study, namely R, C, I, S, and F. We defined a list of competing models for each step where parameters may vary with the effects of prior dispersal (memory effect), RSi, RSc, or a combination of those as main effects or interactions, as well as the effects of time or age as main effects (Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, starting with parameters in step R, we compared competing models whose structure varied in line with specific predictions (see Table [1](#ece33241-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), while keeping the other parameters (i.e., those included in steps C, I, S, and F) constant. The "best" model from this initial list was identified as the one showing the lowest Akaike information criterion corrected for small samples and overdispersion (QAIC~c~; Burnham & Anderson, [2002](#ece33241-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). The initial list of models was then augmented by adding time or age effects to the best model from that list (Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S1). The "best" model structure from the extended list of competing models was finally retained for R before repeating the same procedure with the next step of interest, here C. When the best model structure had been found for all parameterization steps, we conducted a second round of model selection whereby the evidence relative to the hypotheses concerning parameters included in step S, and then I, was reassessed (Table [1](#ece33241-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), but this time with the model structures identified in the previous round of model selection (Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S2). This second round allowed calculating the Akaike weight for each model *i* (*w* ~*i*~) having a structure already determined for all parameters (i.e., all models of the second round and models of step F of the first round; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). In this way, *w* ~*i*~ were not affected by the constant structure of a nondefined step in the first round of model selection. We present model‐averaged parameter estimates and their unconditional standard errors (noted ± *SE*) based on the QAIC~c~ and *w* ~*i*~ (≥0.01) of candidate models (Burnham & Anderson, [2002](#ece33241-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). All models were implemented in program E‐SURGE (Choquet, Rouan, & Pradel, [2009](#ece33241-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

Predictions about breeding dispersal of female tree swallows tested using our multievent capture--recapture model with respect to site fidelity (F) and nuisance parameters regarding recapture (R), transition between a good/bad conspecific reproductive success (C), transition between a good/bad individual reproductive success (I), and survival (S)

  Parameters        Effects                                                                                                                                                                                  Predictions
  ----------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  R                 *i*                                                                                                                                                                                      All states have the same recapture probability.
  'RSi'             Recapture is higher if a female is successful at producing fledglings because there are more occasions to capture her.                                                                   
  *t*               Recapture success varies over time (years).                                                                                                                                              
  C                 *i*                                                                                                                                                                                      Transition probability of experimenting a bad and then a good RSc is equal to that of experimenting a good and then a bad RSc.
  'RSc'             Transition probability of experimenting a bad and then a good RSc differs from that of experimenting a good and then a bad RSc.                                                          
  *t*               Transition probability varies over time but with the same probability in both directions.                                                                                                
  I                 *i*                                                                                                                                                                                      Transition probability of experimenting a bad and then a good RSi is equal to that of experimenting a good and then a bad RSi.
  'RSi'             RSi varies from one year to another.                                                                                                                                                     
  'RSc'\*'RSi'      Females with a bad RSi at *t* are more likely to experience a good RSi at *t *+ 1 when RSc at *t* is good than when it is bad.                                                           
  'memory'\*'RSi'   1\) Assuming that dispersal results from a bad RSi, dispersers should improve their RSi compared to females faithful to their breeding site.                                             
                    2\) Assuming that dispersal is costly, dispersers with a good RSi at *t* are more likely to experience a bad RSi at *t *+ 1 than females faithful to their breeding site.                
  t                 Transition probability varies over time (years) but with the same probability in both directions.                                                                                        
  age               Young (SY) females without experience are more likely to transit from a bad to a good RSi than older (ASY) females.                                                                      
  S                 *i*                                                                                                                                                                                      All states have the same apparent survival probability.
  'memory'          Dispersing females have a lower probability to survive than faithful ones because they are likely exposed to greater risks.                                                              
  'RSi'             1\) Assuming that RSi is a proxy of individual condition, females with a good RSi should be more likely to survive than females with a bad RSi.                                          
                    2\) Assuming that RSi is a proxy of breeding costs, female with a good RSi should be less likely to survive than females with a bad RSi.                                                 
  *t*               Apparent survival varies over time (years).                                                                                                                                              
  age               SY females should be less likely to survive than ASY females because they lack experience with respect to the challenges and costs they may face during breeding, migration or winter.   
  F                 *i*                                                                                                                                                                                      All states have the same dispersal probability.
  'memory'          Females dispersing at *t *− 1 should be more likely to disperse at *t* than females that were faithful to their breeding site at *t *− 1.                                                
  'RSi'             Females experiencing a good RSi should be more faithful to their breeding site than females experiencing a bad RSi.                                                                      
  'RSc'             Females breeding on a site with a bad RSc should be more likely to disperse than females breeding on a site with a good RSc.                                                             
  *t*               Dispersal probability varies over time (years).                                                                                                                                          
  age               SY females should be more likely to disperse than ASY females.                                                                                                                           
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###### 

Model selection examining the effect of individual (RSi) and conspecific reproductive success (RSc), prior dispersal (memory), age (SY vs. ASY), and time (year) on the parameters of the multievent capture--recapture model fitted for female tree swallows breeding in Southern Québec, Canada, 2004--2013. Model parameters estimate the probability of recapture (R), transition between a good/bad conspecific reproductive success (C), transition between a good/bad individual reproductive success (I), survival (S), and site fidelity (F). Only the models used for model averaging (*w* ~*i*~ ≥ 0.01) are shown

  Models                                                    *k*   ΔQAIC~c~   *w* ~*i*~   \#
  --------------------------------------------------------- ----- ---------- ----------- -----
  S(RSi) F(RSi\*memory) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)           22    0.00       0.36        55
  S(RSi\*memory) F(RSi\*memory) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)   24    0.91       0.23        S44
  S(RSi\*age) F(RSi\*memory) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)      24    1.95       0.14        S49
  S(RSi) F(RSi\*memory\*age) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)      24    2.48       0.10        63
  S(RSi) F(RSi\*memory+*t*) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)       30    3.02       0.08        61
  S(RSi) F(RSi\*memory) I(RSi\*RSc\*memory) C(RSc) R(RSi)   26    3.83       0.05        I30
  S(RSi+*t*) F(RSi\*memory) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)       30    5.84       0.02        S47
  S(RSi) F(RSi\*RSc\*memory) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)      26    7.22       0.01        58
  S(RSi) F(RSi) I(RSi\*RSc) C(RSc) R(RSi)                   18    7.47       0.01        53

Other parameters conserved the basic structure included an effect of RSi on R, and no effect on C (as in \#55, Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S1). For S, F, and I, the effects were tested alone, in addition (+) or in interaction (\*). k is the number of model parameters used to calculate ΔQAIC~c~ (ĉ = 1.94; Model~55~ showed the lowest QAIC~c ~= 4265.80) and corresponding Akaike weight (*w* ~*i*~). \# is the number of the model (see Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Tables S1 and S2 for a full list of models).
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3. RESULTS {#ece33241-sec-0010}
==========

Between 2004 and 2013, an average (±*SD*) of 4.61 ± 0.78 nest boxes per site produced at least one fledgling on a yearly basis and between 38% and 53% of sites showed a bad RSc depending on year. RSc was strongly and positively autocorrelated across years (*r* = .70 ± 0.06). This result supports the assumption that RSc was predictable in space and time and thus could potentially act as a determinant of dispersal decisions in our system.

3.1. Goodness‐of‐fit of capture--recapture model {#ece33241-sec-0011}
------------------------------------------------

Goodness‐of‐fit tests indicated a lack of fit of the general model that considered all transitions possible between states over time when fitted to the data (χ² = 68.22, *df* = 35, *p* \< .001). Although no trap dependence was detected, a transience effect was found, especially for SY females (χ² = 30.04, *df* = 6, *p* \< .001). Because apparent survival was lower for SY than for ASY females (χ² = 21.19, *df* = 7, *p* = .03), SY females were less likely to be recaptured than ASY ones. We corrected for the overall lack of fit by using a variance inflation factor ĉ = 1.94.

3.2. Model selection {#ece33241-sec-0012}
--------------------

The basic parameter structure obtained through the first selection indicated an effect of RSi on R, S, and F, an effect of RSc on I, a prior dispersal (memory) effect on F, and no time or age effects (Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S1). Results of the "nuisance" parameters (R and C) from the first selection are as follows.

### 3.2.1. First round: Estimates of R and C {#ece33241-sec-0013}

#### Recapture (R) {#ece33241-sec-0014}

The model including an RSi effect (model~14~) showed a QAIC~c~ 52.7 points lower than the constant model (model~11~). As expected, a female with a good RSi was recaptured with a higher probability (0.99 ± 0.00) than a female with a bad RSi (0.32 ± 0.06). These probabilities appeared constant across years (∆QAIC~c~ for model~18~ vs. model~14~ = 4.68).

#### Transition between RSc (C) {#ece33241-sec-0015}

The probability that an individual experienced a good RSc after having experienced a good RSc in the previous breeding seasons was (0.81 ± 0.03), which is nearly twice as high as the probability that it experienced a bad RSc given that it had experienced a bad RSc in the previous breeding seasons (0.44 ± 0.06). Time had no effect on this parameter (∆QAIC~c~ for model~22~ vs. model~20~ = 12.26).

### 3.2.2. Second round: Estimates of I, S, and F {#ece33241-sec-0016}

The second round of model selection (Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S2) was initiated based on the "best" model identified in the first round of selection, namely model~55~ (QAIC~c~ = 4,265.80). None of the models considered in that second round performed better than model~55~ (*w* ~55~ = 0.36), thereby lending support to the parameter structure obtained for F in the first round. Few models obtained an empirical support equivalent (i.e., *w* ~*i*~ \> 0.05) to that of model~55~ (Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

#### Transition between RSi (I) {#ece33241-sec-0017}

The likelihood that females kept the same RSi in two consecutive years varied with the RSc experienced in the first of these two breeding events, as indicated by all of the models that were retained after the second round of model selection (Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Dispersal behavior in the previous year was, however, not a clear determinant of I (*w* ~I30~ * *= 0.05; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). After breeding on a site characterized by a good RSc, females were less likely to keep a bad RSi in the second of two consecutive years (0.44 ± 0.10) than those that bred on a site with a bad RSc (0.82 ± 0.08; Figure [2](#ece33241-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, females had a higher probability of keeping a good RSi after breeding on a site that showed a good RSc (0.62 ± 0.05) than after breeding on a site with a bad RSc (0.34 ± 0.07).

![Probability that female tree swallows reproduced with success (i.e., fledged at least one young at *t* + 1) as a function of their previous individual reproductive success (RSi) and according to whether they bred on a site with a good or a bad conspecific reproductive success (RSc) on their previous breeding occasion (i.e., at *t*). Estimates and their unconditional *SE* stem from model‐averaged parameters](ECE3-7-7334-g002){#ece33241-fig-0002}

#### Survival (S) {#ece33241-sec-0018}

Females obtaining a good RSi were more than twice as likely to survive to the next breeding season (or not permanently emigrate) than females with a bad RSi (Figure [3](#ece33241-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Although the influence of RSi on apparent survival probability may depend on the age of females (*w* ~S49~ = 0.14; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), this dependency was marginal and SY females showed a survival probability only 0.01 lower than ASY females (Figure [3](#ece33241-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). However, the dispersal behavior exhibited by females in the previous year modulated the influence of RSi on apparent survival probabilities (*w* ~S44~ = 0.23; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Indeed, females that obtained a good RSi at *t* after dispersing in the previous year were slightly less likely to survive to the next breeding season (or not permanently emigrate) than faithful ones (SY: 0.50 ± 0.06 vs. 0.54 ± 0.06; ASY: 0.51 ± 0.05 vs. 0.54 ± 0.05). On the other hand, when they had a bad RSi, they survived equally well (albeit at a much lower probability) whether they had dispersed in the previous year or not (SY: 0.22 ± 0.04 vs. 0.21 ± 0.04; ASY: 0.23 ± 0.04 vs. 0.22 ± 0.03). Although a time effect was included in a model selected for model averaging (i.e., *w* ~S47~ = 0.02; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), apparent survival probability estimates barely varied across years.

![Apparent survival of female tree swallows between two consecutive years according to their age (SY: second year vs. ASY: after second year), prior dispersal behavior, and individual reproductive success. Estimates and their unconditional *SE* stem from model‐averaged parameters](ECE3-7-7334-g003){#ece33241-fig-0003}

#### Fidelity (F) and Dispersal {#ece33241-sec-0019}

All but one of the models (i.e., model~53~) in the multimodel inference provided support for the hypothesis that dispersal probabilities are affected by RSi and that this effect depends upon the dispersal behavior of the female in the previous year (Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). In contrast, only one model suggested that RSc could affect dispersal probabilities (*w* ~58~ = 0.01; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Age and time effects were only contained in models that received moderate support from the data (age: *w* ~63~ = 0.10 and time: *w* ~61~ = 0.08; Table [2](#ece33241-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). According to model‐averaged parameters, females that experienced a bad RSi after having dispersed in the previous year were 30 times more likely to disperse than faithful females that obtained a good RSi (0.61 ± 0.13 vs. 0.02 ± 0.02; Figure [4](#ece33241-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Females with a bad RSi that did not disperse in the previous year and females with a good RSi that dispersed in the previous year showed similar and intermediate dispersal probabilities (0.19 ± 0.12 vs. 0.24 ± 0.05). Dispersal probabilities were relatively constant across years, and age did not affect the probability of dispersal (Figure [4](#ece33241-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Dispersal probabilities of female tree swallows as a function of their age (SY: second year vs. ASY: after second year), prior dispersal behavior, and individual reproductive success (RSi), as well as according to whether they bred on a site with a good or bad conspecific reproductive success (RSc). RSi appears in lines (continuous for good RSi, dotted for bad RSi), RSc in the form of point (empty triangles for good RSc, black squares for bad RSc). Estimates and their unconditional *SE* stem from model‐averaged parameters](ECE3-7-7334-g004){#ece33241-fig-0004}

4. DISCUSSION {#ece33241-sec-0020}
=============

Our results agree with the plethora of empirical studies suggesting that female birds are more likely to disperse after experiencing a breeding failure, a behavior expected to improve the odds of finding a better mate or breeding site for the next breeding event (Greenwood & Harvey, [1982](#ece33241-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Hoover, [2003](#ece33241-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson & Gaines, [1990](#ece33241-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). On the other hand, we found no evidence to suggest that female birds modulate their decision to disperse on the basis of the breeding success of surrounding conspecifics (RSc). Yet both theoretical and empirical work suggested that reproductive failure of conspecifics should promote dispersal, especially when individuals experience a breeding failure themselves and (site‐specific) RSc is temporally autocorrelated (Boulinier & Danchin, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Danchin et al., [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Given that our study system met this latter condition and that we used a capture--recapture approach that limits potential biases when estimating dispersal probabilities (unlike previous studies that assessed RSc effects on dispersal; e.g., Doligez et al., [1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Serrano et al., [2001](#ece33241-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}), our results suggest that the value and use of RSc as public information to guide dispersal decisions are likely dictated by multiple ecological determinants if this cue is indeed used. For instance, public information should be most useful when individual sampling is costly and/or when the time available to find and exploit resources is strongly limited (Clark & Mangel, [1986](#ece33241-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). The use of public information for dispersal may thus depend on landscape structure which partly dictates the spatial distribution and density of both breeding sites and conspecifics (i.e., potential mates, competitors, and sources of information; Doligez et al., [2003](#ece33241-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) as well as movement (prospection) costs (Bélisle, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, the value of public information when selecting a breeding site may depend upon individual factors such as age or experience (Nocera, Forbes, & Giraldeau, [2009](#ece33241-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Nocera et al., [2006](#ece33241-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). Understanding the influence of such factors on the value of public information is crucial as this type of information can be available but not used by individuals (Racine, Giraldeau, Patenaude‐Monette, & Giroux, [2012](#ece33241-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}).

Female tree swallows that failed to fledge at least one young were 2.5 (=0.61/0.24) to 9.5 (=0.19/0.02) times more likely to disperse than females that succeeded at fledging at least one young, depending on whether they dispersed or not in the previous year, respectively (Figure [4](#ece33241-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Our results contrast with those of Shutler and Clark ([2003](#ece33241-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) showing that tree swallows breeding dispersal among 115 nest boxes separated between 30 m and 3.8 km from one another (\<1 km between nest box clusters) was not driven by RSi (defined as the number of fledglings). Such a discrepancy may result from the fact that these authors considered dispersal as a change of nest boxes between two consecutive breeding events at a much smaller spatial scale than within our multisite system. Moreover, Shutler and Clark ([2003](#ece33241-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) manipulated RSi either by increasing or by decreasing the clutch size of females and may thereby have affected the perception of reproductive success by females. On the other hand, our results agree with those of Winkler et al. ([2004](#ece33241-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}) who worked in a multisite context within an heterogeneous landscape, but at a much smaller spatial extent than our study system (6 main sites of 22‐131 nest boxes each and \<25 km apart; neighboring boxes spaced by 20 m). They observed that females failing to fledge any young dispersed more often than those that bred successfully (i.e., 28% vs. 5%). Such methodological and conclusion discrepancies among studies about dispersal are not restricted to tree swallows as they are also found in other species (e.g., Montalvo & Potti, [1992](#ece33241-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Paradis, Baillie, Sutherland, & Gregory, [1998](#ece33241-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). This certainly stresses the importance that future studies take landscape structure (including the spatial distribution of available territories or nest sites), grain, and extent into account when defining what constitutes a dispersal event and thus, when determining at which spatial scale it occurs and how it is affected by RSi.

The lack of effect of RSc on dispersal we observed contrasts with the influence that this variable had on the breeding dispersal probability of another passerine, the collared flycatcher, *Ficedula albicollis*, which is a second‐order cavity nester just like the tree swallow. Indeed, low RSc promoted dispersal defined as a change of woodland between successive breeding events in females of this forest bird (Doligez et al., [1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Although both species are migratory and defend territories restricted to the immediate surroundings of their nest sites, tree swallows differ from collared flycatchers by being semicolonial (Robertson, Gibbs, & Stutchbury, [1986](#ece33241-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Winkler et al., [2011](#ece33241-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). This latter aspect, however, is unlikely to explain the difference between our results and those of Doligez et al. ([1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}) as the other studies that found an effect of RSc on dispersal involved the colonial black‐legged kittiwakes (Danchin et al., [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) and lesser kestrels, *Falco naumanni* (Serrano et al., [2001](#ece33241-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). An alternative explanation may reside in the fact that swallows are much more mobile than flycatchers during the breeding season. SRc and its effect on dispersal may indeed be easier to assess in species with small neighborhoods (sensu Addicott et al., [1987](#ece33241-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) than in species that can foray and collect information over large areas. The lack of RSc effect on dispersal we observed is also surprising given that the different breeding sites varied (substantially) in relative quality and that site quality was predictable to some degree across breeding events, two conditions that must be met for RSc to influence dispersal (Danchin et al., [1998](#ece33241-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Doligez et al., [1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Yet, the quality of the best breeding sites was more predictable than that of poor ones (Appendix [S1](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S2), and such variation in predictability of site quality is expected to reduce the value of RSc as reliable public information (Switzer, [1993](#ece33241-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). This being said, how much and under what circumstances unpredictability in site quality is sufficient to impair decision making with respect to dispersal are currently unknown (Doligez et al., [2003](#ece33241-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Lecomte, Gauthier, & Giroux, [2008](#ece33241-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). The same could be said about the influence of environmental predictability on the value and reliability of both personal and public information and how these two types of information are integrated and used, especially outside foraging contexts (Pärt, Arlt, Doligez, Low, & Qvarnström, [2011](#ece33241-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Rieucau & Giraldeau, [2011](#ece33241-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). These aspects should definitely be addressed by future research for a better appraisal of the (context‐dependent) importance of RSi and RSc in determining dispersal decisions.

We defined RSc based on the number of nest boxes that produced at least one fledgling within a given site in a given year, a measure that turned out to be associated with the density of breeders on the site (*r* = .80). This definition can be an indicator of expected number of potential sexual partners and reproductive success, inasmuch as dominant or healthy individuals should tend to gather in good sites, but also provides information about expected levels of competition or other detrimental effects such as parasitism (Brown and Brown [2000](#ece33241-bib-0500){ref-type="ref"}; Doligez et al., [1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Density‐dependent effects may have biased our results on female breeding dispersal is unclear. Indeed, although high breeder density has been found to promote dispersal in males and site fidelity in females of some species (e.g., Doligez et al., [1999](#ece33241-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), no clear general trend of density‐dependent dispersal has been found for birds (Matthysen, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Annual nest box occupancy in our study system (61% ± 15%) was such that intraspecific nest‐site competition is unlikely to have played a significant role, as it was exceptional that all nest boxes of a given site were occupied on any given year (Robillard et al., [2013](#ece33241-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Also, defining the RSc based on the proportion of nest boxes that produced at least one fledging by site (good site = proportion higher or equal to the yearly median) instead of on the number of nest boxes that fledged at least one young did not affect the decision of tree swallows to disperse or not (see [model selection](#ece33241-sec-0012){ref-type="sec"} in Appendix [S3](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S3). This being said, it appears clear that more studies focusing on the potential cues used by individuals to base their dispersal decisions are needed, especially given that these cues and effects may vary according to the species, sex, and condition of individuals as well as in a nonlinear fashion with breeder density (Doligez et al., [2003](#ece33241-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Nocera et al., [2006](#ece33241-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}).

The influence that RSc can have on dispersal decision making is likely modulated by movement constraints that could restrict site prospecting. Indeed, travel costs, and thereby distance among resource patches, have the potential to impede movements and in turn disrupt habitat sampling and selection (Beauchamp, Belisle, & Giraldeau, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Bélisle, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Bernstein, Kacelnik, & Krebs, [1988](#ece33241-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). In our system, sites were distant from one another by 42.2 ± 21.1 km on average (pairwise mean distance ± *SD*), and the distance to the nearest site averaged 7.3 ± 3.5 km, with potentially few alternative, natural or artificial breeding sites surrounding those provided by our nest box network (as suggested by the fact that males from our nestbox network sire \>75% of the young (Lessard et al., [2014](#ece33241-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) and from point counts performed in our study area (M. Bélisle, unpublished data)). Under such conditions, tree swallows may not have had the opportunity to compare the quality of their breeding site with that of several other sites, especially given that they initiate their southward migration rapidly after fledging their young (Burke, [2014](#ece33241-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Although tree swallows are vagile early in the breeding period (Dunn & Whittingham, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Lessard et al., [2014](#ece33241-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}), distance between colonies and the short time before the onset of the fall migration could explain why the site‐specific proportion of nest boxes producing at least one fledgling did not affect their dispersal decision. Studies showing the adaptive advantage of prospecting and public information use as means to improve breeding success through dispersal are accumulating (Badyaev, Martin, & Etges, [1996](#ece33241-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Dittmann et al., [2005](#ece33241-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Pärt & Doligez, [2003](#ece33241-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Pärt et al., [2011](#ece33241-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Schjørring, Gregersen, & Bregnballe, [1999](#ece33241-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). However, how landscape structure (i.e., the spatial distribution of potential breeding sites and the composition and configuration of intervening habitats) and the travel costs it may impose on individuals affect dispersal decisions is a research area still in its infancy (Stamps, Krishnan, & Reid, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Zollner & Lima, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). Documenting prospective movements of individuals, especially those showing breeding difficulties or failure, with the help of modern tracking devices shall nevertheless help us push the envelope further (Ponchon et al., [2013](#ece33241-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}).

Although RSc did not affect the decision to disperse, it may have influenced the settlement decision of female tree swallows. Indeed, 69% of the females were initially captured on a good site (based on RSc). Moreover, the probability that a female bred on a good site then on a bad one in subsequent years was lower than the probability it consecutively bred on a good site (0.19 vs. 0.81 ± 0.03; the yearly proportion of bad sites varied between 38% ± 16.1 and 53% ± 16.6). Analogously, the probability that a female bred on a bad site then on a good one was higher than the probability it consecutively bred on a bad site (0.56 vs. 0.44 ± 0.06). Also, females that settled on a site where conspecifics experienced a good success were twice as likely to have a good RSi as females that settled on a bad site. Such settlement patterns toward sites that produce the greater numbers of fledglings have been observed in other passerines (Brown et al., [2000](#ece33241-bib-0500){ref-type="ref"}; Doligez et al., [2002](#ece33241-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) and provide evidence that they result from an adaptive response of individuals to improve their fitness (Bowler & Benton, [2005](#ece33241-bib-0501){ref-type="ref"}).

Using a simpler model, Lagrange et al. ([2014](#ece33241-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) showed the presence of individual heterogeneity in dispersal propensity within the same population of tree swallows. Yet, our results not only showed that some individuals appeared to have a greater dispersal propensity than others, and they also showed that this tendency was modulated by their breeding experience. Indeed, the likelihood that a female dispersed after having dispersed in the previous year was 0.19 and 0.61 depending if she experienced a good or a bad RSi, respectively, and 0.02 and 0.24 if she was site faithful in the previous year. Moreover, our results suggested that this individual variation in dispersal propensity likely increases with age as females that showed site fidelity after breeding in their second year became more faithful in following years (+1.8% to +8.5% between SY and ASY), whereas females that dispersed after breeding in their second year were more inclined to disperse later on in life (+0.8% to +2.7% between SY and ASY). These patterns support the hypothesis that dispersal propensity may not only depend on individual experience, but also on phenotype, a condition that can have important implications for the dynamics of spatially structured populations (Clobert, Galliard, Cote, Meylan, & Massot, [2009](#ece33241-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Cote, Clobert, Brodin, Fogarty, & Sih, [2010](#ece33241-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Leimar & Norberg, [1997](#ece33241-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). Given the ever‐increasing habitat loss and fragmentation of natural habitats, the study of individual heterogeneity in dispersal‐related traits should certainly receive more attention (Cote et al., [2017](#ece33241-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}).

Dispersal may involve a variety of costs including time, energy, predation risk, and opportunity losses that can be incurred prior, during, or after it occurred (Yoder, Marschall, & Swanson, [2004](#ece33241-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; reviewed in Bonte et al., [2012](#ece33241-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). Our results suggest that tree swallows are not exempt from such costs regarding dispersal or other ecological processes such as migration. For instance, SY and ASY females that experienced a good RSi after having dispersed in the previous year had a survival reduction (or permanent emigration increase) of 4% compared to females that did not change location. The fact that this pattern was, however, not observed in females that experienced a bad RSi (and thus did not fledge any young and thereby probably invested less in reproduction) points toward a combined effect of dispersal and raising a brood on survival. Still, our results did not indicate that dispersal influenced the RSi of females. Yet, our RSi index may have been defined too crudely for detecting an effect of dispersal on subsequent reproductive output. Pursuing the development of capture--recapture models that allow the incorporation of nominal ordinal or continuous "covariates", such as site isolation or reproductive success, is certainly warranted, especially given the importance of dispersal costs on the evolution and form of this behavior (Johnson & Gaines, [1990](#ece33241-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}).

Our results showed a detection three times higher for females breeding successfully than for those experiencing a bad RSi. Females with breeding failure spent less time on their clutch or brood and the occasions to capture them were hence limited. Such heterogeneity has the potential to influence estimates of dispersal probabilities. Previous studies that found an effect of RSc on dispersal probabilities assumed a perfect detection of individuals. Applying a similar approach to our data (Appendix [S4](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), models that included RSc and its interaction with RSi were found to be the most parsimonious (Table S4) even though the effect of RSc was nonsignificant (Table S5). Globally, dispersal probabilities estimated with GLMMs depicted the same trends as those found with capture--recapture models (Appendix [S4](#ece33241-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Fig. S5). Yet, how dispersal was defined affected the estimates obtained with GLMMs. When the dataset was composed of individuals captured in two consecutive years, dispersal probabilities were underestimated compared to those obtained by capture--recapture models, but were overestimated when the dataset included individuals captured at least twice but not necessarily in two consecutive years. Assuming a perfect detection thus appear more likely to bias dispersal estimates and the effect of covariates on those estimates than multievent capture--recapture models, which can include "nuisance" parameters to avoid confounding effects. The capture--recapture approach used in this paper partitioned the effects of variables through a series of matrices for each nuisance parameter: Recapture (R) and fidelity were conditional on RSi, and transitions between good/bad RSi (I) were linked to RSc. With a GLMM approach, nuisance parameters (e.g., R or I) are absent and variables affecting them have the potential to act directly on F. This shortcut has the potential to bias conclusions and therefore advocates the systematic consideration of detection probabilities in future dispersal studies. It is only by limiting biases and replicating studies across species showing different life histories and subject to diverse ecological conditions that we will obtain a clearer understanding of the respective roles of RSi and RSc in dispersal decisions. Our capture--recapture approach based on Lagrange et al. ([2014](#ece33241-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) offers great opportunities to undertake such endeavor as it can be easily extended and adapted to a variety of ecological questions and taxa. For example, Cayuela, Pradel, Joly, and Besnard ([2017](#ece33241-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) adapted Lagrange\'s et al. model to assess the influence of habitat (pond) type (a site‐specific characteristic) on the apparent survival and (between‐pond) movement probability of toads of different ages and sex.
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